MONDAY MORNING WITNESS:

The High Price of ‘Free’

Andrew Updegrove

The Web today offers an almost limitless amount of content. Indeed, every single day sees the addition of what, by any historical measure, seems to be an almost limitless amount of new content. And virtually all of it is free.

Where that content has been provided by commercial interests, one can assume that some sort of commercial reward is expected to follow (whether that reward is adequate to sustain traditional media houses is another matter). But what of the individual author?

To the good, any would-be creative type can now sign up for a free Web site and offer up her art to the entire world, nominally solving the age-old problem of distribution. That’s a good deal for an Indie band, which can use its Web site to promote its band and connect to a fan base, publicize performance dates, and even sell music, but that doesn’t work for an author. Even if she is able to attract readers, she will run up against the cold, hard reality of digital distribution: if it’s text and it’s on line, it had better be free. And no matter if the author has gone to the additional effort of formatting it as an eBook (more on this below).

That’s all well and good, perhaps, for someone that’s writing purely for their own amusement. But what of the author that takes her craft seriously, or even wants to make a career out of writing?

The fundamental question comes down to this: as physical books die out, will writers be able to make a living from their work, and if not, what will the quality and variety of writing be like?

To date, most of the anguish that has been aired relating to content and the Web has focused on piracy. But piracy is only an issue for publishers and for writers and other artists who are already successful. Somebody has to know about a writer’s work before they want to copy it. Most writers can only dream about becoming successful enough to worry about piracy.

The real issues for would-be writers today are two-fold: now that the middlemen that used to discover, package, promote and distribute the written word are being consigned to the
ash heap of history, how will new authors become known to readers? And if readers become accustomed to free and $.99 downloads, how will writers survive?

At this point, you may be asking yourself whether these problems are real. And in truth, there are more ways for writers to be read today than ever before, as witnessed by the explosion of blogs and the proliferation of self-publishing and print on demand publishers. But if you look at how many writers are making a living from their work, what you’ll discover is that in most areas their numbers are dwindling dramatically rather than expanding. Newspapers and magazines have already been decimated, and their writing staffs along with them. It seems inevitable that authors of books will suffer the same fate as eReaders take over a larger and larger percentage of the market.

If you think that statement is alarmist, I invite you to click on these two links. The first is the top 100 hard copy best seller list at Amazon, and the second is the equivalent list for the Kindle. As of this writing, two things leap out from the first list: 9 out of 20 of the hardcover books are children’s books – either picture books, or books that parents would read to children, which are presumably less likely to be cannibalized by sales of eBook versions of the same titles. And of those that remain, the prices are far lower than they would have been only a few years ago. Now look at the second list: for reasons that make sense for no one other than Jeff Bezos, the list of free eBooks is posted right along side the list of paid books. Small wonder that seven out of the top twenty paid eBooks are priced from $.99 to $3.99. Make that eight for the next twenty.

In whose universe does that sort of juxtaposition make sense, except for Amazon’s, in its quest to lock everyone that reads into its proprietary eBook format, no matter how large the losses it may rack up along the way? Unfortunately, Amazon has left its competitors with no choice but to compete on price, leading to a price war between Sony and Amazon in the U.K. this summer where each discounted the eBook versions of many best-selling titles by an incredible 97%.

So what else is behind this race to the bottom? One problem is that there’s simply too much content out there that’s available for free. Another is that the Internet is a million miles wide, and for the most part, only an inch deep. It’s easy to see the impact of this reality when you look at advertising. Before the Internet, there were only so many billboards, TV and radio programs, and magazine and newspaper pages to advertise on. Today, the number of places to post an ad on the Web is almost infinitely large, and those placements can be targeted with laser-like precision to the most likely purchasers. As a result, the price of an ad has plummeted by orders of magnitude.

The same thing has happened in photography. Today, even a smartphone - let alone a point and shoot camera - can produce a salable picture. Not surprisingly, an increasing number of sites will sell a newspaper, magazine, PR firm or anyone else unlimited usage of an image for $3 to $8. Do you want a picture of an elephant? Well, there are over a million images for sale within that price range (no, I’m not making that number up). How does a professional photographer stand out, let alone sell enough work to make a living, when so many amateurs can upload a passable photo and a key word search brings up thousands of images?

So much for the thousands of freelance photographers that used to sell their work, or for most of the staff photographers that were sent on location by newspapers, magazines and ad agencies. And so much, too, for photographs that tie into stories, rather than simply align topically at a high level.

It’s the same deal for writers (and especially fiction authors), except that they now have the worst of both worlds. Authors that used to be able to find agents and publishers are finding it nearly impossible to do so. When they are successful, the publisher now wants them to do
much of the work the publisher used to do – including editing their own work and promoting it, too.

Meanwhile, authors that self-publish have to bear the entire burden on their own, and only a tiny fraction will be able to rise above the constantly increasing flood of writers that are taking this approach. As with the freelance photographer, the chance of a potential customer discovering any particular author’s ‘elephant’ is almost zero.

At this point, you may be inclined to ask, “OK, that sounds rough for writers, but all kinds of people are having a tough time today. So why should I care?”

The answer to that question was most succinctly suggested by a successful new author I read about in an article focusing on self-publishing. His formula for success goes something like this: every three or four months he churns out a new mystery novel with a similar title, which he sells in eBook form (only) for just $.99. At that price, he only makes about $.30 a book, but because he has attracted quite a following at that price, he is making a decent living. He spends roughly half his time writing the same type of formula book over and over again, and half his time promoting his increasing body of work.

What struck me most about the article was the author’s response when asked if a self-published mystery author had to be as good as Stephen King to be successful. His answer went something like this:

I don’t have to, because my books cost only $.99. It’s Stephen King that has the problem, because if he wants to charge $9.99 for his books, he has to write ten times better than I do.

If this guy has a point, then I would suggest that we all have a problem, or at least do those of us that value good writing. The fact is that writing a really good book in any genre requires an enormous amount of talent and work. Back when publishers provided the full package to those that they agreed to work with, books represented not only the earnest efforts of writers and the promotional efforts of the publishers, but also the impact of skilled editors that helped authors turn their raw manuscript into the best piece of finished work they were capable of producing.

For hundreds of years now, authors have been able to nurture and perfect their craft throughout a lifetime of sweat and effort. Until recently, there were scores of high-quality publishers instead of six dominant houses. Many of these publishers would stand behind their authors, supporting them even when they wished to tackle a subject that looked iffy from a commercial perspective, but which seemed important or might push the artistic envelope. Publishers like these provided the kind of financial, editorial and commercial support - often through relationships that spanned many decades - that brought some of the world’s greatest literature into full flower. Those publishers didn’t make money on every book, but over time, they did just fine.

Nor was skilled editing all that publishing used to be all about. A few years back I had a meeting in the executive offices of one of the best known, old line American publishers. As I walked along the halls I passed dozens of original paintings, pen and ink works and water colors by artists such as Winslow Homer, N.C. Wyeth and Frederick Remington. Each had been commissioned to grace the cover or interior of a book the house had published. Those days are now decades in the past, but even today few publishers would put their name on a physical book that wasn’t well designed and produced. And the likelihood of finding a typo in a professionally published book, at least until recently, was almost nil. A printed book was something that authors and publishers took pride in conceiving and executing, and which readers took pleasure in experiencing in every dimension.
The point is not that we should return all the way back to some golden age of publishing standards of the past. Those days are gone. But we do have a say in what the publishing standards of the future will be. Those standards will be as high as we insist they must be, if we make our expectations known. Or they will be as low as market forces will drive them with our acquiescence.

In a future that will be increasingly dominated by eReaders, the crucial question will obviously be how high will we set our standards for content, because the device will control the delivery. How good do we want that content to be?

We recognize that engineers, doctors, machinists and just about everyone else needs to practice a trade full-time in order to become and remain competent at what they do. And it would be hard to imagine a skill or service that we benefit from that we do not recognize as being worthy of compensation.

Until it comes to creative work. There, we increasingly ignore the fact that a writer, or photographer, or artist needs to work at what they do full-time to achieve the same quality of work as any other craftsman or expert. But we can’t have it both ways – it’s not Hemingway and $.99 books. It’s Hemingway or $.99 books. Pick one.

But I would go further. Expecting writers and artists to work for little or nothing is exploitative and wrong, at least if we wish to have access to their work. Luckily for us, there will always be plenty of writers willing to work for free (this site has closer to two million than one million words of my authorship here already, and they’re all there for free).

But free writing almost by definition is writing that gets done in the odd hour, with less care, sometimes with less investment in creativity, and almost never with the improving touch of an editor. At minimum such work will appear more sporadically, and only through something close to divine intervention will it be likely to mature into the type of output that we will remember and treasure for the rest of our lives, and that will reach out to future generations of readers as well.

So let me return from the general to the specific.

Once upon a time, about three years ago, I got an idea for a book. Eventually, I started to write that book. My thinking was that I stood a chance of building a following that could lead me to write more books, using my blog as a platform, since I had some thousands of regular readers.

I called that book The Alexandria Project, and once it was well under way, I began posting it, chapter by chapter, at my blog. Because it was so time consuming, I had to give up most of the writing that I had been doing up until then on standards and open source topics, because I didn’t have enough time to do both. My best guess is that close to 4,000 people read the book, start to finish.

It took me about 1000 hours to write the first draft of the book. When I got done, I completely revised the entire text three times, until I was satisfied that it was ready to publish. That took close to another 1000 hours. Then I began exploring the ins and outs of agents, publishers, and self-publishers. Predictably, I failed to get an agent interested, so I went the self-publishing route, and had to spend over $3,000 to produce a well designed, professionally proofread book in hard cover, soft cover and eBook versions that I could be proud of. Then, I had to confront the question of how I would promote the book.
My thinking was that part of my efforts should be to market the book to those that had read, and presumably enjoyed, the first draft in serial form. To attract their attention, I started a sequel, which I began to post in installments every Monday, and a new series, “Adventures in Self-Publishing,” to post on Fridays. These efforts alone required an investment of at least ten hours a week. Then I waited for my first book to become available, so that I could advertise it through the two new series, and enlist the help of those that were following my work to help spread the word.

Eventually, the book came out in eBook form, and I did advertise it through the two new series. Sounds like I had a pretty good plan, right?

Except that it didn't work. At all. Virtually nobody who had read the book the first time it came out, or who was reading the sequel or the self-publishing series, bought it. Even when I dropped the price to $2.99. Just about every copy that sold was purchased via a different promotion or channel.

So the question arose whether I should continue the sequel or not, and if so, to what purpose?

Posting the sequel clearly wasn’t selling any books, nor was it likely that anyone reading the blog would buy the sequel, either, if it were completed. If I was to continue to write for free, there were many neglected topics that I could, and from a professional point of view should, be writing about instead, and it was writing about those topics that helps support my day job.

Every author without a trust fund that doesn’t achieve commercial success has to face the economics issue eventually. If they can't make a living out of writing, then they can't live to write. And if they can't live to write, then the reading public shouldn't expect a whole lot from their writing.

Here, then, is the take away of this essay: just as you may support public radio with an annual donation, or a local band by buying their CDs, ultimately you will need to put your economic support behind authors if you want to have access to first class work. And it’s not a lot to ask. Even a full-priced eBook costs less than a ticket to the movies, and your enjoyment of it will last a lot longer. You can even re-read it.

But that's not all. Today, writers need more than economic support. Remember that in the introduction to this piece, I identified a second problem as well: the decline of the role of the publisher. Authors today need help from readers not only in the form of book purchases. They need help just as badly in promoting their work, because the traditional promotional system is in a shambles, and a new one has not yet risen from the ashes.

So if you read and enjoy a book by a self-published author, tell your friends, or don’t expect that that author will follow up with another one, or if they do, that it will necessarily be as good. With today’s social media, it will only take a few seconds. Use Facebook, Twitter, or whatever else you use to stay in touch with those you know, and introduce a new author you’ve discovered to your friends. That's a win/win for all concerned.

But if the price of a movie ticket and the time it takes to send a few Tweets still doesn't seem like a reasonable exchange for the pleasure of reading a good book, you might ask yourself, why not?

Before answering that question, consider how many wonderful books you’ve read in your life, and what they’ve meant to you, as well as what the future will be like if the number of
wonderful books waiting for you begins to decline. And finally you might want to reflect on what the authors of those books should be entitled to expect from you in return for making these books available.

Personally, I would not want to face a future where the odds of success were so poor that new authors were no longer willing to make the sacrifices necessary to see if they had it within them to create great literature. Or to research and write the kind of critically analytical non-fiction books that provide a last defense against prejudice, FUD and willful ignorance.

If that’s the price of “free,” then in my book, the cost of free is far too high.
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